Interviewing Wilkins: A multi-modal Year 7 English Biography Unit
Unit objective: To give a formal journalistic multimodal presentation using software (eg iMovie, iBook, Keynote,
Prezi, VideoScribe, Powerpoint) demonstrating understanding of chosen media-type
Unit description: Identify and discuss main ideas, concepts and points of view in spoken texts to evaluate
qualities, for example the strength of an argument
Use interaction skills when discussing and presenting ideas and information, selecting body language, voice
qualities and other elements (for example music and sound) to add interest and meaning. Plan, rehearse and
deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate content and multimodal elements to promote a
point of view or enable a new way of seeing
SAT description: Text production: Create your own literary text (written script) based on ideas, features &
structures of texts experienced.
Brief Overview
Lesson No.
1.

2-5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10-18

Topic/Overview
Intro to Unit, raising awareness of two exercises: interview and multimodal presentation
Taking notes – what to look for
Begin reading iBook “Sir Hubert Wilkins”
Read the iBook
Take notes (to use for interview script later)
Set goals for interview assessment
Discover what makes a good interview
Reread notes and make interview questions
Supply dot point answers for them
Write script
Complete script
Edit individually, then peer check
Create an effective summary of Sir Hubert Wilkins’ life in a
presentation that demonstrates an understanding of chosen mediatype:
(eg iMovie, iBook, Keynote, Prezi, VideoScribe, Powerpoint)

The first 9 lessons
work towards the
completion of an
English narrative.
Students will
complete an
interview script and
this will be assessed.

These lessons are
reserved for a multimodal presentation.

Note: Teachers can choose all of this program or just a part of it. They may wish also to add
further activities for the multi-modal section. Alternatively, they may wish to delete
activities according to their students’ needs or the timeframe possible

More Detailed Lesson Notes
Lesson
1.

Content
Introduction –
Consider the “big ideas” stated earlier on –
Why is it important to learn about famous people from the
past?
How can one person change behaviours and attitudes in our
society?
How do we find out about these important people?
Introduce Wilkins ; What do students already know about
him? Why study him? What is the correlation with the big
questions above?
Raise awareness of two exercises: interview and multimodal presentation
Begin reading the iBook “Sir Hubert Wilkins”

Resources
L1 images – the Big Ideas

2-5.

Read the iBook “Sir Hubert Wilkins”, pausing to explain and
discuss events.

Sir Hubert Wilkins iBook
*Can be downloaded free from the
Wilkins Foundation website

Highlight important areas to take notes – as created in
“Wilkins Notetaking” and explain this is the scaffold for
taking notes during the reading of the book.
6.
The
Interview

Read the rubric. Decide the scores you would like to aim
towards. Mark these in in pencil.

Lesson 6 pages below*Interviewing Skills

What make a good interview?
Read two extracts as examples.
Watch YouTube interviews to determine how successful
they were.

7.

Reread the notes made during the movie viewing. Good
interviews ask for factual information, questions that
demonstrate personality and lessons that we can learn from
(and apply in our lives). What are the important openended questions you would like to ask Wilkins?
Write the questions and make dot-point answers for them

Lesson 7 pages below –
*Interviewing Wilkins
*Notes to make before you write
your script

8.

Using the questions and notes made, write your script
according to the structure you saw and read from the
Denton interviews.
Submit script for assessment.

Lesson 8
Submit your script

9.

Complete your script and begin the editing process. Use the
checklist sheet to help you do this.
Use a partner to check your work (and vice versa)
Submit script

Lesson 9
*Editing your script
Language: Grammar and Punctuation
(ACELA1532-6)
Language: Expression (ACELA1537)
Language: Structure (ACELA1531-2)
Literacy: Application of Skills (ACELY1725)
Language: Spelling (ACELA1539)

10 - 18
MultiModal
Presentation
(For a
shorter
program,
have
fewer
items to
present)

Lesson 11
Lesson 12

Lesson 13

Lesson 14
Lesson 15

Lesson 16
Lesson
17-18

Give a formal journalistic multimodal presentation using
software (eg iMovie, iBook, Keynote, Prezi, VideoScribe,
Powerpoint) demonstrating understanding of chosen
media-type.
Presentation needs to contain a section of each of the
following:
(a) Timeline
(b) interview script
(c) Movie of interview
(d) Wilkins the cameraman
(e) Wilkins the aviator
(f) Near misses
(g) Awards/achievements

Guidelines for each section are
provided immediately below.
Please be aware that it is easy to
tailor make this part to your own
requirements. Add to (or delete)
the following sections according to
your needs.

In this lesson, students make up a Wilkins Timeline with 1012 important events in Wilkins’s life
Movie of interview
Students dress as Wilkins plus interviewer to create an
interview that is filmed. They will use the written script.
Wilkins the Cameraman
Use notes from Lessons 2-5 to create highlights of Wilkins’
life as a cameraman.
Expand on the notes where necessary to create interest.
Include suitable images.
Wilkins the Aviator
Use notes from Lessons 2-5 to create highlights of Wilkins’
life as a cameraman.
Expand on the notes where necessary to create interest.
Include suitable images.
Return to the iBook and collate information regarding at
least 8 “near misses” Wilkins experienced. Include suitable
images.
Return to the iBook and collate information regarding your
considered 8 most impressive awards or achievements.
Include suitable images.
Identify your references. Correctly reference the resources
used.
Collate all of this work into the multi-modal presentation
style of your choice.
Check your work against the rubric and then submit.

Individual lesson resources are provided on the following pages. They are ideal for:
• Copying/pasting onto a class OneNote program
• Copying onto a Keynote or Powerpoint
• Providing digital copies for students – eg email
• Creating hard copies

•

Lesson 1

1. Why is it important to learn about famous people?
2. Can one person change the way we think about the world?
How?
3. How do we find out about these people?

Lesson 2-5

Notetaking of the iBook “Sir Hubert Wilkins”
Use the following space below to write information that will help you to
remember a collection of interesting details about Sir Hubert Wilkins. Look
out for events that are dramatic and memorable.
Early life: Problems on the farm
*
*
What was Wilkins’ lifetime goal?

*

Interesting times as a film-maker/photographer:
*
*
*
*
Interesting times as a pilot/navigator”:
*
*
*
*
Life as an explorer/scientist:
*
*
*
*
Problems/difficulties that were overcome:
*
*
*
*
Every time you “discover” an achievement of Wilkins’, write it below.
*
*
*
*
Note down any items of interest you have as you read the book.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lesson 6

Interviewing Skills
Where do you commonly see interviews take place?
What makes a bad interview? What makes a good interview?
As far as the questions themselves, here are a few basic rules:
1. Don’t ever ask YES or NO questions.
2. Don’t ask more than one question at a time.
3. Keep them relevant but be creative.
4. Phrase the questions in a way that will allow the person being interviewed to expand.
5. Offer to show the questions to the person you’re interviewing to make sure they’re
comfortable with them, which goes along with…
6. Have fun!
Being relaxed with the interview will actually make you and the person you’re interviewing much
more comfortable, which will lead to better content for your audience.
If you make it seem like a task or a chore, then it will reflect in the interview—and that’s not what we
want.

Good interviews ask for factual information, questions that demonstrate personality and lessons that
we can learn from (and apply in our lives).

Now, have a look at two interview script from renown Australian interviewer, Andrew Denton.

Andrew Denton and Ben Stiller

Tim Minchin

*Try to access popular interviews from YouTube. Students can make helpful suggestions for this
activity. Compare and contrast the skill level of the interviewer. Assess how comfortable the person
being interviewed is.

Lesson 7

Interviewing Wilkins
Here are the steps we will take to create an interview transcript. Remember, you are going to be the
interviewer and “Wilkins” will answer your questions. This will clearly demonstrate the depth of your
understanding about Wilkins and will also highlight your writing skills:
1. Read the assessment rubric for the written script you are going to make. Decide the scores you
would like to aim towards. Mark them in.

2. Reread the notes you made during the movie viewing so that you have an understanding about
Wilkins’ life once again. Perhaps you’ll want to go back to some interesting parts in the iBook to
remind yourself about the events that took place.
3. Now think about the important questions you would like to ask Wilkins.
Write them as dot points.
Remember to ask open-ended questions that will have Wilkins answer with full and
knowledgeable responses. Here are some good examples to use as a guide:

Beside each question on the next page, make brief notes of how Wilkins would answer that
question. Try to answer with four details per question.

Lesson 7 (cont.)

Notes to make before you write your script:
Use the guidelines provided. Write out your question and follow this with
dot point notes. (Try for three to four dot point answers for each question.)
From his early life:
Question – “
*
*
*
*
Interesting times as a filmmaker/photographer:
Question – “
*
*
*
*
Interesting times as a pilot/navigator”:
Question – “
*
*
*
*
Life as an explorer/scientist:
Question – “
*
*
*
*
Problems/difficulties that were overcome:
Question - “
*
*
*
*
Other questions/answers? Write them below.

Lesson 8

Wilkins Transcript:

Place a Word copy of the Wilkins Interview Transcript on these pages.

Wilkins interview script (continued)

Lesson 9

Editing your Script:

Today, you will take your time to very carefully edit your interview script with Wilkins. Please attend
to each of the following parts below in turn. Check that one part is done before you move on to the
next. The first part of the lesson is to be worked on individually and the second part needs to be done
with a partner.
1. Ensure that you interview has been written on a WORD document.
2. Have you followed the setting out guidelines shown in the "Denton Interviews. Check the
names are in capitals and that you have used spaces correctly.

3. Have you placed a title at the top? Do so please.
4. Let's now go through each part of the assessment rubric and check that you have completed
what you have aimed for.
5. SPELLING: Check for any squiggly red lines that tell you to change the spelling of a word. That's
easy. The tricky part will be to look for any words that can be spelt two or more ways
(homophones). Look out for common errors here like - there/their/they're; where/were;
too/two/to. Etc
6. GRAMMAR/PUNCTUATION: Check for capitals, commas and full stops. Check especially for
"run-on" sentences.(You will do this best if you read aloud and listen for every time you take a
breath. That's where a marker will go.)
7. EXPRESSION: I want you to highlight the adjectives you have used in yellow and the adverbs (-ly
words) in green. Have you used them in each of the question/answers? If you haven't, take the
time to work out where to add more in.
8. STRUCTURE: Have you written at least four lengthy responses for the questions asked? (These
questions should have a minimum of 3 sentences in the answer)
9. APPLICATION of SKILLS: Firstly, stylistic devices refer to any of a variety of techniques to give an
additional and/or supplemental meaning, idea, or feeling. This is where you use interesting
language in hopes of engaging the reader. Secondly, use evidence to prove your points when
and where you can. Don’t leave your audience disbelieving a response.
Now that you have worked through these areas on your own, find a friend to work with as a
checker. You will look at each of the written areas to see if he/she has included all of the parts
needed - and this will be done the same for you.
Take your time to do this methodically. Read the interview out aloud to him/her so they can
listen for missing commas or full stops. Then look at the spelling, expression, structure and
application of skills.

10. Finally, when you are happy that you've done your best, submit your script for marking.
All the best - be proud of your work

Wilkins Presentation: Lessons 10-18

Over the next few lessons, you will create a presentation on your favourite aspects of the life of Sir
Hubert Wilkins. You will need to address each of the sections required, however, the format of this
will be entirely up to you.
Your presentation will need to have headings and a variety of labeled images to enhance every
page. Also, it is required that you correctly cite the resources you use. The best place to do this
is at the end of your presentation.
If you wish to add further pages you may do so. There are a number of options you may choose
and these are limited only by your imagination. You may wish to add videos and music too!
The due date for this presentation will be provided by your teacher. We will have multiple
opportunities to work on this within the class and I know many of you will enjoy experimenting
with the possibilities at home too.
Please remember to ask for help when unsure. There will be times though that your friends and
peers will be your best helpers.
Good luck, now let the fun begin!
Your presentation needs to contain a section of each of the following:
(a) Timeline
(b) interview script
(c) Movie of interview
(d) Wilkins the cameraman
(e) Wilkins the aviator
(f) Near misses
(g) Awards/achievements
(h) Bibliography

Lesson 10

Wilkins Timeline:
Create a timeline of important events in the life of Wilkins. The two most obvious time are done for
you, so now it's up to you to create a minimum of 10-12 events in between.
1888 Oct.31 : Wilkins was born in Mt Bryan, South Australia
1958 Nov.30 : Wilkins passed away, Framingham, Massachusetts, USA

Lesson 11

Record your interview as a movie.
Work in groups of three. One person takes on the cameraman role (dressing up as Sir Hubert
adds reality. Another takes the role of the interviewer and uses their script. This person can
dress up as appropriated too. The third person videos the interview.
Everyone then swaps roles until each person has had a go at all three roles.
Lesson 12

Wilkins the Cameraman
Use notes from Lessons 2-5 to create highlights of Wilkins’ life as a cameraman.
Expand on the notes where necessary to create interest. Include suitable images.
Lesson 13

Wilkins the Aviator
Use notes from Lessons 2-5 to create highlights of Wilkins’ life as a cameraman.
Expand on the notes where necessary to create interest. Include suitable images.
Lesson 14

So Close!
Return to the Sir Hubert Wilkins iBook and collate information regarding at least 8 “near misses” that
Wilkins experienced. Tell about what happened, where and when. Include suitable images. Hint: open
up the “Incredible!” boxes. Many near misses are documented in here.
Lesson 15

Awards and Citations
Make a list of ten awards or citations that Wilkins received during (or after his life). You will find a
large number to choose from when looking at the medals at the rear of the iBook. Did you know
though, that Wilkins is also named in the Australian Cinematographers Hall of Fame and the
Australian Aviation Hall of Fame?
On this page, record the name of award, who it was from, when it was presented (if possible) and of
course the reason for it.

Lesson 16

Bibliography

Identify and correctly refer to the resources you used throughout the compilation of this
presentation.
Read these carefully and learn how to correctly reference the resources you use. Then use the space
below to record your resources.

Now use this space to keep an accurate record of the resources you use.

Assessment:
There are two main parts to this unit of study.
1.

SAT description:

2.

To give a formal journalistic multimodal presentation: using software (eg iMovie, iBook, Keynote, Prezi,

Text production: Create your own literary text (written script) based on ideas, features & structures of texts
experienced. This assessment delivers the following strands from ACARA
Language: Spelling (ACELA1539)
Language: Grammar and Punctuation (ACELA1532-6)
Language: Expression (ACELA1537)
Language: Structure (ACELA1531-2)
Literacy: Application of Skills (ACELY1725)
You can use the rubric provided to help assess these aspects.

VideoScribe, Powerpoint) demonstrating understanding of chosen media-type

This rubric may be assessed by the teacher or used for peer/group assessment
Standard

Distinguished (4pts)

Proficient (3pts)

Apprentice (2pts)

Novice (1pt)

Creativity

iBook is very creative. It is
obvious that effort was put
into making it tremendously
visually appealing.
☐

iBook is creative. Some
effort is shown on creating
a pleasing visual effect

iBook lacks creativity on
over half of the production.

iBook lacks any
creativity or was not
completed.

☐

☐
☐

Information

Project has gone above and
beyond. All information is
clear, appropriate and correct.
☐

Project has provided all of
the tasks. Information is
clear, appropriate, and
correct.
☐

An attempt at completing
tasks is evident. Some
information is confusing.
☐

The tasks are incomplete.
It is confusing to read
and follow.
☐

Detail

iBook has all of the
following:
title, contents, timeline,
transcript, quotes, movie
comments, images on all pgs,
references. 8/8
☐

iBook has seven of the
following:
title, contents, timeline,
transcript, quotes, movie
comments, images on all
pgs, references. 7/8
☐

iBook has six of these:
title, contents, timeline,
transcript, quotes, movie
comments, images on all
pgs, references. 6/8
☐

iBook has five or less:
title, contents, timeline,
transcript, quotes, movie
comments, images on all
pgs, references. 5/8
☐

Assessor

12 = level 5 ☐

11 or 10 = level 4 ☐

7,8,9 = level 3 ☐

<7 = level 2 ☐

